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DATE OF A.W.S. Has Style Show Activities Week
Publicity Committee THURSDAY
Entertained
HOLY GHOST MASS Frosh
At Providence
Organization
Newest
Starts Tonight
Centralization of News Faculty Addition
Committee Object
AnnouncedToday
Says Organizer
By School Dean
A publicity bureau has been newly organized at the College with
a view to publicizing all important
news broadcasts and to release
them to the daily press, as well
as to local school publications.
With a growing school, a better
coordination of extra-curricular affair planned, and many new ideas
formulated for the future, it was
felt necessary to organize snch a
council. This staff will consist of
members of the school student
association and will be headed by
Mr. John J. Murphy, S. J. Members
of the council include Gene Howell,
Joseph McMurray, Joseph Eberharter, Doris Chapman and* Margaret Scheubert. Other school representatives will be added later
during the school year.
Mr. Murphy, S. J., organizer of
the new publicity council stated
here today, "Any and all publicity
and news concerning school activities will be handled through thl?
department." All information must
be handed Into the Spectator office
or to one of the students on the
publicity council at least two weekß
before the event takes place.*'
"Absolutely no publicity will be
allowed unless it goes through the
publicity council" continued Mr.
Murphy, "Under this new organization all events will' be given
their full share of publicity and
many will have pictures. However,
we must have the full cooperation
of all the heads of activity committees and others who have any
news of value, Iam in the Spectator office every day from 10 to 12
to receive such news reports" he

concluded."

Bride Alumna
Of College

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Sullivan recently announced the engagement
of their daughter, Miss Frances
Madalen Sullivan, to J. Clark Walter. The wedding is scheduled for
October 4 in St. Joseph's Church,
Yakima, the home city of both Miss
Sullivan and Mr. "Walter.
Miss Sullivan was salutatorian
of the class of 1938 at Seattle College and was president of the Girls'
Club In her senior year, as well
as being active In many of the
school functions. Mr. Walter is a
graduate of Gonzaga University in
Spokane.

Official changes In the teaching
staff of Seattle College are herewith given as announced by the
Rev. James B. McGoldrick, S. J.,
Dean of the College for the school
year of 1939-1940.
The Rev. William Gaffney, S. J..
will take over the former position
of Rev. Francis McGarrigle, S. J.,
as head of the philosophy school
Father Gaffney has been transfer
red here from Mt. St. Michaels,
Spokane. Father McGarrigle, graduate dean, will withdraw from the
undergraduate philosophy depart
ment in favor of the graduate department.

Bierman Political Science Head
Dr. Bernard Bierman, J.U.D. will
this year give his entire time and
attention to the political science
department of the College due to
this department enlargement. Dr.
Biermann was formerly head of
both the Political Science Department and Business Administration

Department.

Paul Anthony Volpe will head the
Business Administration department. Mr. Volpe was formerly
Professor of Economics at the University of British Columbia.
Miss Mary Simeon, M. A., formerly of the University of Washington will become affiliated with
the Chemistry Department. Mr.
Luger has left to continue his
religious studies at Alma College,
Alma, California.
Case New German Head
Mr. Charles Albert Case will be
the new German head succeeding
Dr. J. H. Grothe who has left for
Stanford.
Harry T. Drill, Ph. D., has been
obtained for the Physics School
Dr. Drill has been on the
faculties of the Universities of
.
**Oregon" and Washington
Trie Rev. Anthony J. Speaner,
chemistry teacher of the College
last year, has been transferred to
the faculty of Seattle Preparatory.
Frederick Harrison, S. J., English
teacher of last year has been transferred to Bellarmine High School
in Tacoma.
The Rev. H» O. Small, S. J. will
head the Sociology Department, replacing the Rev. Maurice Heagher,
S. J., who was sent to Bellarmine
In Tacoma.
'
The Rev. John O'Hara, S. J.,
of
vice-president
will be the new
the College replacing Father Halpin, S. J. Father O'Hara taught at
Seattle Preparatory School and is
only recently ordained.

By Bettie Kumhara

New Courses
In Business

Aegis Staff Chosen
Savs Editor Kelly

>Y^

Mary Beaulaurier
Pledges Marriage
To J. McDonald

Providence Graduates Beaulaurler.
Nurse School With
Impressive Rites

is

vague memory

Graduation was held last night
for the Seattle College School of
Nursing at Providence Hospital
Auditorium. The ceremony was Impressive with the capping and conferring of pins. Father Howard Peronteau, S. J., gave the Invocation.
Those receiving pins as a sign
of their graduation were Agnes
Baynle, Eleanor Butler, Jacqueline
Dean, Mary Ellen Doran, Jeanette
«
Doucette, Stella Kolusky, Lillian
T»UT flrßt, before this goes any Messner, and Laura Schoenlng.
further, may we extend sincere Pins were conferred by Sister
and hearty greetings to the Incom- Datnien.
ing Freshmen. Seattle College Is
Students entering nursing school
one school where welcome really were given their symbolic caps by
means welcome! To prove this, the Sister Marian Vincent. The list
Student Body officers Instituted included Theresa Croteau, Jean
Activity week a synonymous name Hummert, Ellen Johnson, Marjorle
being Freshman week, without the Klngman, Barbara McMahon,Atleen
usual, shall we say "forceful"' In- Murphy, Elizabeth Orselli, Alice
itiation that usually accompanies Pederson, Kathleen Sheehan, Marsuch a welcome. You have probably guerite Sheehan, Dorothy Wiles,
heard all about the activities In and Natsuky Yamaguchi.
store for you as well as having
Father Francis Corkery, S. J.,
read all about the details In this President of the College addressed
first edition of The Spectator. Now the students.
that you know what It's all about
here's hoping that you decide to
Scholarship
make the most of it. You are In the
lime light and now is your chance.
secret,
Mary
Geyer
or not so
If you have a
secret, flair for dramatics, debate,
journalism or what have you atMlbb Mary Alice Geyer, seventend the meetings and find out what teen, of 2514 20th Aye. No.,
makes things click! It's all up to daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
you! If you get Into activities the Geyer has been announced as the
first week of school the other weeks winner of the Seattle College dewill follow as smoothly as well partment of music piano scholaras smoothly and evenly as links of snip. Walter Aklin, the head of
sausage if Imay be so crude. It the department, formally released
seems to the general consensus of the news today.
opinion (though Sophomores, JuA graduate of Garfleld High
niors and Seniors disagree some- School, Mlsa Geyer is at the present
what) that the most exciting-most time a student of Mr. Silvls Rlenjoyable school year is the first. segnl. She has been playing the
If such be the case, get Jn the piano for the past twelve years
groove, Freshm'n, what are you and In that interval has been
waiting for?
presented in concerts, two of which
came before she was thirteen years
many people did so many in- old.
teresting things at so many inMiss Geyer plana to take a five
teresting places at ao many differ year course in public school music
(Continued on page 4)
besides the piano scholarship.
"Beer Barrel Polka, It looks as If
we will have to start up where we
left off last Spring. Off hand we
would say that things are just
except for
about the same
the surprisingly large number of
new faces, the rental of the Knights
of Columbus hall and of course
the encouraging growth of Father
Nichols potential campus. Yes,
everything is just about the same.
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Students will petition our Blessed
In the Providence Hospital reLord for guidance both spiritually
and scholastlcally next Thursday ception room last Wednesday afterwhen the student body attends the noon over one hundred freshman
annual Mass of the Holy Ghost.
girls were entertained by the
The Mass of the Holy Ghost will Associated Women Students of
be sung at St. Joseph's Church Seattle College at a tea and fashion
18th N. and Aloha, at 9:00 a. m. show.
Thursday, September 28. Father
Mary D. Sanderson and Ruth SifFrancis E. Corkery, S. J., will be ferman poured. Those serving were
celebrant, assisted by Father James Nadine Gubbins, Rosemary Weil
B. McGoldrick, S. J., as deacon and Marie Joseph, Lorrayne Eisen, and
Father Gerald Beezer, S. J., as sub Lois Eisen.
deacon.
Leonard Welcomes
The sermon will be preacehd by
The girls were presented to Mrs.
DioMacFadden,
Father Edward J.
Leonard, Dean of Women, who welcesan Superintendent of Catholic j corned them to Seattle College. A
Schools.
style show followed previewing that
For the first time the College the chic co-ed will wear in her
separately
from "round the clock" activities. Ellen
Mass will be said
that of Seattle Prep. Although at s McHugh commented on each cosobligatory
tendance at the Mass is
tume as it was shown. Virginia
to all students, it is expected that [Gemmill, Bettie Kumhera, Kay
the realization of the benefits de- Leonard, Iris Logan, Anne McKinrived from participation will be | non, Peggy McGowan, Ann Smith,
sufficient inducement to draw all iMargaret Dillon, Eileen Mcßride
Collegians to the church.
Ruth Daubenspeck were the
School will not open until 11:00]I models.
a. m. on that day, when regular
School Clothes Shown
classes will be resumed.
Among the smart outfits displayled several were especially out! standing. Virginia Gemmill model
!1 ed a very smart brown wool dress
with Its own novelty jewelry, over
["which she wore a mixed tan and
j brown lamb jacket. An imported
tweed coat with a beautifully
] marked red fox collar was modeled
1 by Peggy McGovan. What to wear
'
for that all-important dance date
! was solved by the appearance of
|Kay Leonard in a baby blue net
New Courses in Secretarial I formal
Training with a department espe- skirt. with V-neck and and flared
|
cially set aside for the field and
The committee in charge of the
for
the
be
offered
degree
a
to
tea included Anne McKinnon, Ellen
course have been Introduced Into MeHugh,
Bettie Kumhera, Marthe College this year. The subject
matter is attainable partly at the garet Scheubert, Kay
' Leonard, and
College afld partly at Griffin- Maxanna Keene.
Murphy Business College, a fully
accreditedbusiness and secretarial
training school located in the Textile Tower in down town Seattle.
The course offered at the latter
establishment will occupy one entire year and Includes a full business college curriculum with trainIng in business subjects and in
The editorial staff of the Aegis.)
This
yearbook, is virtually com- 1
operating office machines.
"
course will be eiven JWH}^/,
."'J'K.rWt'-'' "'"¥ ..PIJjV.*1"'cloaing the appointments to editlump' creaks by' the <Jonege.
The remainder of credits for orial posts. Associate editors are
graduation will be pursued in the Al Plachta, head of photography,
College and will include economics, and Margaret Scheubert, head of
philosophy, science and history. make-up; sports editor, Bill Bates;
This section will consume three organizations editor, Doris Chapyears, bringing the total to a four man; class editor, Barbara Fallon;
sign
year course. Those wishing to
activities editor, Eileen Mcßride;
for the four year course or to ob- candid camera editor, Bettie Kumshould
particulars
tain further
hera. The position of art editor is
notify Father James B. McGold- still open as are those posts of
rick, S. J. dean.
assistants on the staff. Students
wishing to qualify for these positions should contact the editors as

Piano
To

Award
Alice

The Rev
ius' Church, Toppenish.
Mally
John
erendFather
is a
the nuptial Mass. The bride
College
Seattle
of
student
former
Mar
and the groom attended St.

*

as possible.
Heading the business staff for

soon

the annual are Bill Miller, business manager, and Vincent Scallon,

advertising manager. Work will be
begun immediately to gather ads

and a circulation drive will be opened shortly. Plans for the make-up
of the yearbook will be completed
fall quarter with the main group of
pictures scheduled to be taken
winter quarter.

Dr. Mackay Receives
Fellowship At Mayo

was beautifully dec
of pink and
baskets
orated with
G eh en
white Gladiolus. Mrs.Frank
the
sang Aye Maria and played
wedding music.
marriage by
The bride, given in in a gown
lovely
father,
was
her
length
of white satin and a formal
a halo
veil caught to her head with
bouquet
of seed pearls. Her shower of the
was of gardenias and lilies
Vil y
As bridesmaid was her sister
Miss Lucille Beaulaurier, who wore
and a picture
pale yellow georgette
golden
hat and carried a bouquet of
Ophelia roses. William McDowell
for
of Oakland, Col., was best man
Georgf
were
Ushers
Mr. McDonald.
King and John Borst.
wedding
After the ceremony a
breakfast, was held at the home of
the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs^
trip
McDonald left on a weddingtheir
make
will
to California and
home in Oakland.

Dr. S. J. Minkove will
Dr. Hunter J. Mackay as head of
the anatomy department for the
Dr.
following scholastic year.
Mackay has received a fellowship
at the Mayo clinic in Rochester,
Minnesota. There he will follow
advanced work in neuro-surgery
and expects to spend three years
before completing his training.
Dr. Mackay recently married
Leola Trotter, a former College
student.

Addition of several new articles
equipment to the scientific
laboratories of the College has
been disclosed. Most important
among these is an electric organic
combustion furnace to be used In
physico-chemistry classes for basic
organic analysis. There is only one
other such machine in Seattle at
the present time, and the possession of this instrument Is a boon
for the progress of advanced
studies in science at the College.
With the abolition of dissectlve
anatomy this year at the College,
the laboratory formerly used for
that class will be turned into one
for the physlco-chemlstry students.
of

Maurice Sentl, an alumnus of
the College, has been appointed as
Instructor of Economics at St. Martin's College, Lacey, Washington.

Luncheon and Ferry
Ride On Day's Menu.

Climazed by a gigantic mixer
at the end of the period, the first
Activities Week to be inaugurated
in Seattle College will start today.
Edgewater Beach Club, a fashion-. The purpose of this week is to miable spot across Puget Sound, Isi troduce Freshmen to College life
the goal of the first trip of the By no means is hazing the purHiking Club for this season. Sun-- jose of the plans. The need, rather,
day, October Ist is the date set,> Is to orientate new students, make
with all the old members of thei them familiar with library, classes.
organization expected to be present aboratories, school clubs and soand with all new aspirants cordial- cial life. With upperclassmen actly welcomed.
ing as hosts, it is hoped that each
Ferry To Suquamish
Freshman will be enabled to find
The party will leave Colman some extra-curricular activity in
Dock at 8:00 a. m. for a full hour's which he might become interested,
ride on the ferry to Suquamish. and by doing so become an active
In a quaint little Church in that member of the student body.
town, close to Chief Seattle's grave
first number on the program
and amid Indian surroundings, is The
a meeting of the Sodality in
Sunday mass will be said by Father
Providence Auditorium, tonight at
Francis Logan, S. J., moderator of,; 8 p. m. Interesting speeches will
the club, for the convenience of be
made, and Moderator Father
the hikers. After Mass the journey Peronteau,
S. J., and Prefect Lou
begun,
will be
with two routes of Sauvain will
explain the purpose
approximately three miles each to of the organization and
extend a
be selected by choice. One is by
hand to all new students
the beach along rocky and sandy welcome
wishing to join. The business meettideflats with forests providing a ing will be followed by a social
picturesque shoreline. The other
hour of dancing to a wurlitzer and
route is via the highway.
will be completed with the serving
Arriving at Kdgewater Beach of
refreshments.
there is a dance floor with a Wurlitzer, a ping pong table, an ample
Drama To Give Play
sitting room by an open fireplace
Wednesday evening finds two
and innumerable other convenien- distinct organizations presenting
ces, as well as paths into the woods their colors. The Drama Guild will
for those who wish to extend the stage a captivating one-act play at
hiking tour.
Providence Auditorium at 8:00 p.
m. A short talk will be given by
Lunch To Be Served
in-coming
Around noon will come lunch President Bob Irvine. All
in a spacious dining room, served students interested In acting are
especially urged to attend this first
buffet style, and consisting of a meeting.
The Drama Guild presents
picnic menu of coffee, hot dogs,
several major productions and
sandwiches, fruit, and pastry.
plays yearly. Much
A second meal of similar content many small
being sought out by its
will be available for the evening. talent is
Following this is the .return to leaders and no previous experience
is required to obtaip a role in any
Suqnamish, folloWd by embarka" :.;"
of the plays. This Jh the ldi»il "rr»
tion mi tti« ferry (wh''i.
Jllilh
He i* MtuKeiAa Vo* joiu thin orv m the maonllgnt",and trom1 ganization.
The meeting will be
which Seattle's skyline at night
followed by a social hour replete
will be viewed.
with dancing and refreshments.
Return To Seattle
The second organization to meet
Hikers will dock in Seattle
around 9:00 P. M. The entire cost Wednesday night will be the Menof the expedition, including trans- del Club. This is a scientific club
portation and meals, will not ex- expressly formed for pre-medlcal
ceed seventy-five cents. Those students and nursing major. All
of
wishing to go are asked to contact Freshmen following either
Father Logan or Jack Terhar by two branches of study are expected
Friday noon and to pay their fee to be present at the meeting to be
so that arrangements can be made held in the College building at 8
to provide food for the proper p. m. However, students not affiliated with medicine or nursing,
number of people.
Those going on the trip are but interested in the aim of this
urged not to dress up but to wear club are by all means urged to
attend the season's first meeting.
convenient attire and shoes.
It is regretted that Tony Dalgle, A short business session will be
president and last year's dynamo held. A prominent doctor will give
of the club, will be unable to take a brief talk to the assembly. This
active part in the planning of this will be followed by an extensive
first hike because of pressing tour
of the laboratories in the
College building, and an introduties in work and school.
duction to the various scientific
■

■

■

liui

K. C. Leased by School
Announces President

courses.

Spectator Open House
Thursday from 12 noon to v p.
in the Aegis, school yearbook, and
Use of the facilities of the Knights The Spectator, weekly newspaper
of Columbus building, situated at of the College, will hold an inforopen house jointly In the
Harvard and East Union, has been mal
Spectator office. Students are
replace secured by the College for this cordially Invited
to come to the
year, according

1^

New Equipment To Lab

Suquamish Goal Drama Guild, Gavel Club
Of First Hike
Sodality Groups Meet,
In Fall Season
DanceEnds Week

R. I.P.
CHARLOTTE JEKER
To her many friends among
the Faculty and students the
news of the death of Charlotte
Jeker was a great shock, the
more so beacuse it was so
totally unexpected. Falling to
rally after an operation,Charlotte passed away late in August
at her home in Boise, Ida.
Lottie, as she was known to
the students, had won many
friends during her freshman
and sophomore years. Her ever
cheerful disposition and ready
smile contributed more than
words can say to the bi-monthly
walks of the Hikers Club. On
hearing of the sad news the
Club had a Mass said for Lottie
and wrote a letter of
' condolence
to her mother.
To all who had the privilege
of knowing her intimately her
memory remains as an inspiration which softens our sense
of loss. To her parents we offer
our heart-felt condolences with
the promise of a generous place
In our prayers.
May she rest in peace!

to a relense from
the President's office.
Facilities will be available for
several classrooms. The assembly
'oom will be used, a3 in previous
years, for student body meetings.
Also available will be the dance
hall on the main floor, the gymnasium and basketball floor, as
well as other conveniences for the
social and athletic life iif the
st.idents attending the coltega.
Co-op Planned
Plans are being furthered for the
establishment of a cioperative
cafeteria to be placed in the
Knights' building for the use of
the college. This will te managed
by a student organization.
Arts at K. C.
A Class for Arts students will be
concentrated as much an possible
In this new location with sciences
the old school building.

.

(Continued

on page

4)

Advisory Board Meet
Called by Vice-Prexy

The Advisory Board has been
called to meeting by Bill Bates,
vice-president of the Student Association, for Wednesday, September
27, at 12 noon in Room 25. It is
imperative that all members, including student body officers, be
present to have a quorum. At the
meeting, election of a chairman
for the year will take place. The
chairman will head all future meetings for the year.
Also to be planned will be the
first student body meeting of the
year, to be held Friday, September
29, at the Knights of Columbus,
at 12 noon.
The entire student
body is expected to be present at
meeting
this
where the important
business of the coming year will
Teaching at
be handled.
In addition to this, the matter
Miss Mildred Wiles, student of of selecting two new advisory board
a few years ago at the College, members from the Junior class to
has been appointed to the touching replace Bob Brandmeir and Martin
staff of Providence Hospital in the Sloane, who entered the Jesuit
post of Assistant Education Direc- novitiate and will not return to
tor for this year. She will replace school, will be considered at t'.io
Miss Faltou, who IfUlgntd.
Advisory Board meeting.
Miss Wiles will enre for the I
educational side of the Nursing
School. She will handle re^istnVacations
tion, help students to plan courses,
and will assume other duties in the
School started at the College with
Nursing School administration. In twelve and and a half weeks of
addition to this she will teach cliisstis scheduled for this quarter
courses in Nursing History and in and ending with College Night on
Professional Problems.
Wednesday, December 20. Holidays
will be All Saints Day, November
Mlhh Agnes Valiquette, prominent 1, Thanksgiving, vacation, Novem
member of the class of 1938 at ber 23 to 27, and the feast of the
the College, and instructor in Immaculate Conception, December
English last year, Is now conduct- 8. Three days have been set aside
ing classes at the House of the for the annual H.-lr.-ut December
5-8.
Qood Bbepherd, Scaiti.-

Miss Mildred Wiles
Providence

Fall Quarter

.
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summer camp for slum children
who might so easily never have

GUFF

known how really fresh air feels
and smells, how sunshine looks
when it falls on trees and flower;
instead of plate-glass and paveyear. Business Address: Broadway and East Marion Street. Seattle,
Washington. Subscription Rate: HO Cents per Quarter. Advertising
ment. They are given a great privBy
ilege in seeing things grow and
Rates on applications.
EDITORIAL STAFF
realizing that milk is not always ir
By Doris Chapman
glass bottles.
Editor-in-Chief
J. William Bates '41
Peter Maurin is another ardent
Associate Editor
Margaret Scheubert '41
York,
is the leader in the Catholic Worker
115 Mott Street, New
News
Editor
William Kelly '41
icene of hustle and activity during movement. He appeared and spoke
Feature Editor ill the hours of the day for it is »t one of Seattle College's student
Doris Chapman '42
Comes a Junior
Sport Editor :he headquarters of Dorothy Day body meetings last winter quarter.
He is wise and oh! so gay.
Jack Terhar '42
Heads Editor md her co-workers. There she In the July-August issue of the
Joseph Eberharter '43
Comes
a Sophomore.
duties as editor and "Catholic Worker" he wrote:
Rewrite Editor continues her"The
You
can
let him go his wan.
Joseph McMurray '41
Catholic
Workaublisher of
"The. family is the primary unit
NEWS STAFF: James Coyle, Larry McDonnell, Mary Doherty, "r", and helpful organizer of follow- of society. If we remake the family.
Comes a Frosh,
ers throughout the country. This we remake the world.
Something must he done.
Gregor MacGregor, Al Plachta, Rosemary Well.
particular
newspaper Is the official
O'Brien,
Maurice
Kumhera,
Ida
Bettle
necessity that the people
FEATURES:
Ganzlni.
is
a
It
organ of the Catholic Worker
Yea! How true. Behold the Freshman as he wanders
who enter into any partnership or
William Pettlnger.
is printed news club or cooperative society have a
movement.
In
it.
came, nor where he goes
Berridge,
Bill
Bud
Staake.
SPORTS:
1
Without about knowing not from whence he
of local, national, and Internationa common goal in sight.
BUSINESS STAFF
plan
not,
Catholic
for
here
are we, Johnny-on-theorganization
grieve
no
interest. Letters from
some bond of
nor why. But
club-members,
zealour can take hold and grow. A comVi Scanllon '41
Business Manager priests,
of Seattle College
the
success
spot, with timely advice for
Advertising Manager workers and compatriots letters mon interest is a strong bond. It
Phil Austin '41
world
are
community
neophites.
is imperative that the
Exchange Manager from many parts of the
Ruth Sifferman '41
received and piven voice on the be united in their scheme for sucLorrayne Eisen '41, Ann Smith '41
Proof Readers paae reserved for them.
If, in your ramblings, through these many and spacious
cessful living.
ThP "House of Hospitality." dewill
be
there
In the commune
running about like a bird-dog
■HraaaiNTlopa* national uvutiiin<»v
voted to the rase of the Indigent, Is the same need for specialization halls you should see a fellow
merely the beginnings of the movePeople in a feather factory, heed him not. (He's only the Spec
National Advertising Service,
that there is elsewhere.
the
actual
will
mean
ment
which
will
teach
Cclltf PuMtkmkitrtuntaUw
be the same. Some
copy deadline.) But if you should
ontinuation of life for some people; will some
New York, N. y.
420Madison Avi.
There will still Editor an hour before
will
learn.
and
spiritual
for others it will mean
leaning
against a well (any wall) with
wl
I
sickness and physicians
see that same fellow
solace and the blessings of a hap- be
The Catholl'
indispensable.
running
arm,
remain
down his cheeks, sobbing
tears
;ind more complete life.
head in his
VOL. VTII.
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No. 1 pier the "House
is not a Utopian scheme his
anguished sob, take
of Hospitality" the Worker
heaving
In
with
each
plan of cooperation. All bitterly, his breast
impoverished victims of slums, It is a done
the common good
for
piece
work
is
of gum, a lollygiven
him,
him a
on him, console
starvation, ill-health and numerous
man in the community pity
(He is the
other social maladies are given and each
solace
him.
anything—
balloon,
but
an important part in its pop, a toy
assistance by persons who recogn- plays
operation.
copy
deadline.)
Spec F,d. five minutes after
ize their responsibilities as Christians. These houses are lessons in
the understanding and practice of
Goodbye to moons in June, cherSeattle College has developed, in its short life, some very
mosquito
You have selected Seattle College as the school in
the Works of Mercy.
starry nights and
ries
outstanding
stair-sliders-down. «This event was recently
The farming communes, some of bites, and Sunday drivers and sane
life; and you have made which
you are preparing yourselves
already
are
established,
are
eliminated from the Olympic Games. Nevertheless, the Colpeople.
a wise choice. For what other school on the West Coast based upon the idea of community
lege will not drop the sport, so all aspiring Frosh should try
That is. land, animals
Goodbye to summer theaters
the combination
opportunities that Seattle College
by June's graduation. The
s, and the like are not to be
where Shakespeare was murdered for the team positions left vacant
-ately owned nor operated for all over again and everybody enpossesses? Here at S. C, you are soon to be assimilated into
sliding
is as follows: walk down the
most popular way of
-ate, financial profit. The profit? joyed it.
the fastest-grozving student body in the country: more than
Ie pained in such a venture will
stairs with eyes closed or fixed on some approaching person
that, here you are to be taughtby an Order men who have
food, shelter, and clothing, and
Goodbye to sleeping 'till noon
Then,as you feel yourself
security that might It was fun, but we sort of missed to whom you wish to say "hullo".
i chance for
dedicated themelves to you and to your education. The otherwise
Livelihoods
books,
throw your amis heavenward
never be had.
slip, scream, drop your
hreakfast.
* *
the
»
Society
Jesus is more than just a religious organization, will he earned. Eventually
your breath. Don't worry about your form; it
will he the center of comGoodbye to Candid Cameras- and hold
well-trained men. These nity life.
it is a militant, teaching order
moment,
It is, at this
will take care of itself.
Candid but not kind.*
»
foundation for the movement.
men are to be sour instructors; nothing more need be said
Pennsyl
)ne farm at Easton,
Goodbye to acres and acres of
Too, you might be tempted to try a little,plain or fancy
on that score.
"vania, still partially dependent farm land. We never could undershooting. The very first time an ink-soaked paper
spitwad
House, Mott St. stand why they where fenced off
Besides the notable educational advantages you are re- upon St. Joseph's
able to send farm products until we saw Ferdinan snorting pen wiper begs to lend itself to the occasion, just drop it on
has
been
ceiving at the College, you new students are entering the In mutaul charity back to the ever so coyly at our red scarf.
a
* * *
the floor or into the next fellow's pocket, and count to 127.
most active student body in the country; your chosen student house. This farm also serves as
Chips.
Goodbye
Mr.
And at last
(Count out loud and any math teacher will give you anA.)
every member
organization has, in its Constitutions, room
So long summer Hello S. C.
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Editorial

which

for

offers

liership.

of

—

of

of

tirch

of

for
to express himself and to make himself useful. No organized minority shall rule at Seattle College; the voice of the
Freshman may be heard as often as that of the Senior. So

—

your privileges are

abundant.

"

— —

Whatever you do, don't fall into the category of A.W.P..T.T.C.s (All was beautiful 'til they came.) This shunned
group is not only undesirable but also dangerous for the
By Ida Ganzini
newcomer. Last year the ranks of these flower stealers were
expert marksmen in the
(From Spectator files) 1 very noticeably depleted by the
SUMMER SOLONGS
Beautiful
Committee. The Ten/Year
division of the Grounds
Goodbye to beach breezes wA
T
JL-*
l
<*/bh<*aj}£iftr-«t.itt»-nf
..Seat.tlAXTillfigp
SeiT(fiW
flgVtgiimi
-craunds.ia someftieli arunraut* BtUI'MOT
" *
Joan Hanley entered Marylhurst thing dear
Collegian.
the
heart
of
each
true
We warn
to
Convent, Maxine Heldman the
—
Goodbye trying to dance the Beer
in
St.
Shepherd
Good
plan.
try
of
the
overthrow
the
you
don't
to
Barrel polka with someone who Houseand Margaret Guest, alumna
Paul
it with you.
was trying to*dance
of
Madames
C,
joined
the
*
of S.
*
Some bright morning you might come, rushing in for an
Heart in an eastern
the
Sacred
always
Goodbye the gang who
8:00 and find and elevator waiting to whisk you to your third
Convent.
" " «
gathered around the beach fires
floor
class. If this should ever happen, by all means make
for a little song and a few charred
Fred Conyne, three year lettermarshmallows.
man, returned to lead the Chief- a quick about face and head for home, the castor oil, and bed.
Goodbye all the oils and creams tains for the 38-39 season.
You'll be in no condition for class.
* * *
which advertised 100% protection
the
rays
of
sun.
Valiquette
teaching
the
harmful
is
at
Agnes
from
* " *
As a final word, let us borrow a line from Cummings
both Immaculate High School and
which
glasses
S. C.
Goodbye to dark
"A mule makes no progress when he's kicking neither does
" «
♥
gave that Hollywood glamour feelDolores Murphy was the only a man."
ing and which were 98% protection

Variety

A Year Ago

There are, however, certain 'duties that all College
students must recognize. /A is not enough to attend classes
+m~+t~ch»o\ r <»<1 tJ'i" t"nast outV^f-s'-haol -\f tlif fine jfnnt^tnur
fellow-students show.
The Spectator, in conformity with its policy, hopes to
see all student organizations thrive this year, but this paper
knows that the clubs will not do well unless active students
form the base of them. There are sluggards found in every
club; they tell how much their club has done but they never
'do anything themselves. Do not be that way in your particular organization. You will be put on committees. Do
the work assigned to you, and then be proud that you helped
your club, and you may be very sure that you aided yourself
at the same time. It is in work such as our student organi—
at Providence Hospital
zations have to offer that yon will benefit yourself most not from the harmful
* * rays
* of the sun. entrant
C.
SPECTATORI ALS —
from
S.
" * *
by winning a medal or by getting your name in the paper Goodbye that famous combinaWhat have S. C. students been time Commission he will be a
—
Forddog.
entering
John Peter was
but by bringing to yourself the all-important realization that tion the soda pop and hot
doing throughout the balmy days of Cadet on a Trans-Pacific or Grace
leaving San Francisco. Iris
never taste the same out of ham U.
summer? Well, a few of the col- liner
a club is as strong as its weakest member, and that without They
Logan was seen practically every
season.
*
*
legians
opened
♥
last
have
their
hearts
Sneeringer
Miss Loretta
day at the University of Washingthe help of Sally Jones, or Johnny Brown, you never could
Goodbye watermelons. Though year Freshman at the College, re- and divulged the following:
ton summer school. Dan Hill and
have accomplished your individual objective. If the new they
her
summer
in
training
put
as a nurse
Ann Smith
in
Vince Scallon bought Gertena's
decorate the fruit stands now, cently entered
practiced
leisure.
McGowan
Peggy
Hospital
in Olympia,
soon be head- in St. Peter's
Cafe at Broadway & Pike started to
students at S. C. learn that one point through their association our H2O friendsthewillbirds.
swimming.
and
piano
went
it has been announced. Loretta tlfe
work in earnest. As Uncle Sam's
with any student organization, that organization will have ed south with* * *
was quite active in social circles Ellen McHugh, Janet Granger, and special delivery boy Curly Daigle
College
last year and was a Jeanne Testu worked at the Cath- was a brilliant success. Dean Moran
Goodbye to salty waves, and at the
justified its existence.
English
1

—

.*.._

—

nasty fish that didn't bite
away".

Why War?

—

—

attended soda-jerked all summer. The Sitka
or "got prominent member of the Girls' olic charities. Joe
Club.
summer school. Kay Leonard well, cannery hired Joe McMurray to

you know these Vashon Island Fer- count their fish. Frank Buty work-

ry strikeß. Woodmont Beach saw ed in a cannery, too, but it happenWe are walking downtown with a friend of ours some
quite a bit of Virginia Gemmill. ed to be floating. The call of Alaska
came
the
solemn
back,
blasting
when
over
a
radio
weeks
Joe Wall was seen feeding the rep- was, also, too much for Bill Miller
tiles at Woodland Park. One of S.C. who really likes the place. Phyllis
words of some Englishman that ran to the effect "and so
Illustrious graduates, Bob Sim- Van Driel dug potatoes and milked
to
rid
the
world
Hitlerism".
War,
wage
Holy
this
we must
mons, was appointed to the Mari- cows at Selah.
of
Scheubert
By
Margaret
Our friend, who is a bit of an amateur philosopher laughed
wryly at the news we had all been expecting, and he started
I
Summer reading is always rather an adventure into the unknown.
to talk:
the books Ihad
AH
And this last summer's reading was no exception.
"Funny, isn't it, hozv this, too, is a 'Holy War"? Twenty promised myself I would read such as— well, you know the type I
years ago our Dads and brothers died to rid the world of mean— were put into the discard. The heterogeneous collection with
By Gregor MacGregor
something or other. That was a 'Holy War. Now we which Ifinally ended up included S. S. Van Dine's "The Grade Allen
Budget" by Marjorie Hillis. Well,
Your
and
On
Murder
Case"
"Orchids
—
have another. Have you ever thought about that, and ever
—
Well, you see it was this way Idropped into the Spectator office
that's life or so my friends tell me.
—
wondered why?"
However I did come across two books which are lulus in their the other day inquiring about this and — that when suddenly the head
He waited for no answer: "I think I
know why we have respective fields. "Let Your Mind Alone" by James Thurber is as of this feature page ups and says to me quote MacGregor, yoii haven't
these abortive crusades. It all boils down to the simple fact humorous a book as was ever written. Among other things Mr. heard yet, but you write the interview column this year— unquote.
that Europe has lost its only checkmate — Christianity. The Thurber has a lot of fun with (and so will you if you read the book) Somewhat taken aback by this gruesome news, Istiffly staggered out
the pseudo-psychologists who tell us how to "streamline our minds", into the hall looking for my first victim. Results from the verbal
ideals of Christianity arc certainly not being observed now. "how
worry successfully", and how to win just oodles of friends. encounter herewith follow.
Suppose we admit that Mr. Hitler is a madman, does that Even to
TOM McGUIRE Frosh Pre-med student with slightly curly (or
the most gloomy individual would have trouble maintaining a
necessitate the cruel butdhery of millions of young Poles and straight face while reading such masterpieces as "No Standing Room is it wavy?) hair. He has a hobby which would make him lucrative
Germans, and Frenchmen and Englishmenf Of course not. Only" and "The Nine Needles". Of course, some chapters are better booty for Father Nichols sunken fields of glory, viz gardening. This
lukewartn ones are good for a few mild he shares with a bit of airplane modeling. Born in St. Paul, MinnNo, the war is not being fought solely because Hitler is an than others but even theyour
what one like "I Hate esota he trekked out here about twelve years ago. Graduated last
imagination
You
can
use
hysterics.
oppressor. 1 don't claim to know the exact reason, but IWomen will do to you. You're not doingonright by
your sense of year from Auburn High, he classifies his pet peeve as irritating noises
think that the history books of some of the belligerents might humor if you don't read James Thurber "Let Your Mind Alone."
they just bother him continually.
pans
strange
from
a
book
which
our
Somewhat exalted over my first interview I dashed up to the
go
tell us a lot. Empirical designs are always threatened at the
rather
to
may
It
seem
— modern
practical psychology to one written on that very subject. But Spectator office to see what's good or bad about it. After being told
rise of a semi-hostile power, and such rises must be halted
— and how I was told I slunk out of the office intent on tracking
Roger's "How To Be Interesting" is not supposed to be cure-all
by war. Nozv, if Christ still lead the Continent, do you U. K.every
personal fault of the reader. It is a sensible book in the down another unsuspecting viatim. Sauntering down bare halls the
think all this would be going ont Hardly, when Christ is for
until 10, the bright idea
and does not demand the impossible of those who sincerely reporter could see no prospects at hand
place
first
pictured to US ti Lamb, the figure of peace and love."
into
his
brain.
popped
mighty
understanding
interesting
people.
and
The
whole
of
the
book
room
be,
more
to
■want
(Ah, Success!) . incoming freshman from
We thought that over awhile, and figured it might be book centers around the fact that real culture comes from within and
MARY McCoy
and, well, nice. Mary is taking up a social
Immaculate,
other
books
of
the
dark
haired
advantage
type.
Spectator
attempt
to
The
doesn't
has
the
over
same
you.
it
on
is
where
it
that
alright to pass
—
Massachusetts
line
of
studies
and
has an ambition to enter governmental
professor
at the
Institute service
modern "Mr. Rogers, since he is a
to attach guilt to anyone that's impossible under
good,
say.
we
As
to the hobby angle, she has several,
Very
in
to
advise
students.
Don't
work
position
Technology,
is
a
excellent
rules of diplomacy. All we wish to do is to remind you again of
nothing preachy or dictatorial about the book. among them, swimming, dancing skiing, and camping. We are wonthere
is
wrong,
me
get
that your Catholic education is giving you just zvhat Europe In the author's own words it is "a pretty casual and personal and dering if she will take up hiking when the first hike of the hiking
seems to have lost all ideals of fair play, or in other words, scrambled kind of book". If the reader were to follow some of the club rolls around soon. How about It, Mary? Those students going
all ideals of Christianity. Be glad you thai you can get that suggestions in R. E. Rogers "How To Be Interesting" it would pay around Bchool pulling sad puns had better licwaiv, becauae that's
Mary'b pet peeve.
him social uud personal dividends.
kind of education.

—
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Out For '39-40 Season
Basketball
Chatter

HikingClubPlans Handball History Intramurals Take Place
IncludeFullFall Given As Fall
Sport
Of
Inter-Scholastic
Hike Schedule
Play Starts
Vollyball Exhibit New AthleticPlan
Girls,
o
Includes
What's the biff idea of throwing out basketbadd and
Given
Tomorrow
tennis? That isn't our idea a all. We really intend to have
Says Head
Seattle is really a
a fine program in both these
basketball and tennis center and the boys and girls who can
—
opportunity to do so
swish 'em and ace 'em will have
By Jack Terhar
" Intramural
Program
"" Wigwam Wanderings
"" Lommunique
Bouquet
Intramural Rambling

The Hiking Chib, under the
Handball is not a new sport at
guidance of Father Logan, advisor,
College but an old one which
the
the
and Tony Daigle, president of
has
been neglected. Until the fall
club, has become ne of tne moBt
High School and
of
1919.
' when the
popular organizations in the school.
were moved
College
departments
The Hiking Club is not restricted
Boulevard, handball
to members; anyone may go on to Interlaken
popular sport on the
the hikes during the year and a was the most
stood at the
good time is guaranteed to all. The campus. Four courts lawn to thr
present
hikes, lunches, transportation, and sight of the College,— not very
etc., are all proposed and prepared west of the but they filled the
by the students, and the cost per palatial affairs
bill. Many a student sacrificed his
surprisingly low.

sports.
every

. ..

Ten or fifteen years from now
—but here at home.
probably will have little inclination to seek your diversion in
a game of touch football, inbasketball or tennis— if the spirit
moves you, the flash will be woefully weak BUT youth has
no monopoly on golf, swimming, handball, volleyball and badminton. (Last item subject to correction by Dean Moran).
The purpose of our program is to familiarize students with
these sports, termed minor in college parlance but of major
importance in later years. A student who fails to attain at
least proficiency in one of these sports is to that extent
handicapped. These sports are competitive; the dub golfer,
the many-fingered volleyballer and the myopic handballer are
received politely but without enthusiasm badminton enthusiasts are already planning on entering the C league
Dean Moran will teach you how to smack the feather in ap—
proved style the volleyballers are invited to the WAC on the
27th. 27th to see how its done we would like to groom a
number of boys for the City Handball Tournament in the
the Spring there will be no difficulty in obtaining matches
with the V., the WAC, U. of W., Firemen, Tacoma Elks but
—
we must first field a strong team and there's a pretty nice
bowlingalley at the Knights. Interested?

hike is

lunch hour In a mad scramble to
be at the courts, or at least to have
"winners". Father Garrigan often
competed with his freshmen but
the favorite opponent was doubtless
the cook, Brother Kish, who re
warded the victor with a generous
piece of pie. It was well earned
because Brother had a killer.

COMMUNIQUE

No. t 1 Commuique from University of Washington reads as
follows: Qackfield good, reserves
fair, kicker« needed; Line, Ends
good; guards good, center well
taken care of; tackles, send about
four 200 pounders care of Jimmy
Phelan at once.

BOUQUET
Better late than never, so here's
our bouquet of orchids and roses
to the Seattle Ralniers. After
fifteen years, Seattle fans finally
can look any other fan anywhere
in the country in the face, and talk
about the Seattle team of '39.
Don't think that Seattle fans will
have to sit back and wait another
fifteen years for another championship, not while Jack Lelivelt
Is at the wheel. Jack is already
trying to fix the one weakness of
the Seattle Club, the need of a .300
hitter, who can lay the ball out of
the lot every now and then. Ybb,
Itlooks like Seattle fans are in for
several years of good heads up
baseball.
SCOOP
Ed Waite, Tom Ryan, and John
Katica, all freshman letter winners
were thunder struck when they
heard about the discontinuance of
basketball. All of them would have
been four year men.
Father Logan promises better
and more enjoyable hikes this year.
They will certainly have to be good
to surpass any of last years walking derbies.

season.

Veteran Returns
On the boys' team, will be three
seasoned veterans, namely Dean
Moran, No. 1 man, and undefeated
last year; Jack Terhar, No. 2 man,
and Gregor MacOregor, who teamed up with Don West to form the
doubles team. It has not been
learned whether or not West is
returning to school; If not, Tom
Roe will be the other member of
the team. Bill Pettlnger will act
as first reserve.
The girls' team should be as
strong as last years team, especially if Lorraine Eiseu, No. 1 girl, and
undefeated last season, returns to

that statement, the

department has changed
the entire complexion of the athletic setup at Seattle College.
You are probably wondering why
the sudden change? The answer
is simple and certainly true enough.

"Portland U. Is

Stronger This

Year" Mathews

Vatch

Wanderings

Wigwam

Maxwell
Here

La

1

Barber

■"'

1

Hall Market

Badminton Popular Sport;
Great Turnout Expected
Last year Badminton made It's
appearance at Seattle College. It
gained so rapidly in popularity that
by winter quarter, a team had been
formed that was quite succesoful,
considering the lack of practice
and previous Inexperience of it's
members.
The green team defeated the
strong Plymouth Church league
team in a thrilling match, and
split matches with the Loyolan
Club of St. Joseph's parish.
This year the situation looks
even brighter. The team members
have high hopes that they may
start in where they left off last

year." With

athletic

—

—

If you hear crying and knashing
of teeth around the Spectator office, it's only your sports editor
trying to get out a full page without help. The sports staff is not a
closed corporation, in fact, it isn't
even a corporation. In other words,
anyone interested in writing on the
Sports Staff, be it he or she, freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior
is most heartily welcome. All interested see me, (Jack Terhar)
personally, or turn your name in
at the Spectator office.

"There will be no interscholastic
basketball at Seattle College thlH

Hikes Bi-Weekly
Hikes are held every other week
on either a Saturday or Sunday
Last year, one overnight trip was
"striker".
made over Friday, Saturday, and
Students who are Interested In
overnight
Sunday. This year more
volley-ball are invited to an ex- Principally, it is on account of lack
Basketball on the
trips are planned, as well as some
hibition game to be played between of intrest instudent
body, as evinew and interesting one day trips.
the two best teams in the city, the part of the
For those who wonder where we
V.M.C.A. and the WAC. Members denced by the small attendance
Grads Still Prominent
go, here is a list of some of our
of the squad will meet at the Col- and lack of enthusiasm at the
Some of the boys who learned lege at 7 sharp Wed., Sept. 27th. games last season. Even homecomhikes: Walked from Endolyne to
Three Tree Point, along the shores their handball are still prominent and thence to the W.A.C. where ing game, which received considerof Puget Sound: Medina to Lake exponents of this grand game. the game is ic&edaled for 7:30. able advance publicity was poorly
Sammamish, this trip being made Harold Egan, who finished high Our thanks are due to Larry Bid- attended. The cost of maintaining
past
over two different routes; Suqua- school about 1919, has for the
of physical education a basketball team is no smalltomatof
the lake, director
only twelve fiftClub,
years
Beach
exbeen
a
member
Edgewater
five
mish to
W.A.C.
tn thu Invitation. ter, and actually profit
x.
the
runner-up
directly.
of tha College een individuals
the
clusive destination, with beautiful city double champs and
\\lien
member!
"It may be said right here and
scenery along the way; Heather for the Northwest championship team show sufficient proficiency
taste for the same period. Leo Sullivan, games will be arranged w.th these now that the decision to drop
Lake, via Granite Falls, firstsnow;
city editor of the Times, with Ross two teams as well as with the U. bnsketball is no reflection on the
of mountain climbing and
winner of W.
teams of the past several seasons.
Wlnslow to Fletcher's Bay, not a Loranger was an habitual former
The boys always did their best
hard walk, with dancing and rock of the city doubles. Ross, aa strong
and gave fine performances."
throwing along the way; Gold- College boy, can still play
lack
"The aim at Seattle College has
meyer Hot Springs, the overnight game but Leo has retired for
always been for the students to get
hike, was really in the woods, of competition.
the most of their college life. If
Classes Held
where we saw wild animal tracks,
the students do not enjoy going to
walked over old railroad bridges Handball classes will be held daily
and torn up railroad beds.
at the Y. beginning at 1:30. It is (Special.— Potentially stronger in basketball games, then perhaps
Vacation Hikes Held
to be hoped that at least a score every department andarmed with a they prefer to play basketball or
With this
Three hikes were held during of boys will take advantage of this new offensive, 37 University of other games themselves
program
the summer vacation, and a sur- opportunity to learn a swell game. Portland gridmen reported to Coach In mind, the new athletic Father
large number got together Not only is it an excellent recrea- Robert L. (Matty) Mathews this has been drawn up," said
prisingly
Now that basketball Is no more for these outings. These trips were tion but the best conditioner is week to start practice for the new Logan,
wonder what will become of tennis "Interesting Points on Vashon Is- the world. If enough material is season.
For those who feel that Seattle
the other Seattle College major land;" Golden Gardens to Carkeek found a team of two doubles and
in the ■nitial turnout College is too large to drop all
Included
sport?
Park; and the third was to Snow a singles player will be selected were 18 lettermen, a dozen sopho- athletic relations, there is a posDon't say a work to anybody, but Lake.
to represent the College in matches mores, two transfers and three non- sibility that something may be
hopes
Dean Moran la the new badminton
those interested in figures, with clubs in the city and Tacoma. lettermen reserves from the 1938 worked out. Father Logan
For
b<
coach, and a very competent one
may
110
could
be
of
in
Seattle
which
that
an
all
star
team
hiked
a
total
Opponents
the members
team. The lettermen:
he will be too.
miles, or average of 10 miles per contacted are the V.M.C.A., the
Ends, Marty O'Hagen, Jersey chosen from amongst the InterTacoma the City, N. J., Herman Boyd, Well- mural teams to defend the Italian
hike. 646 students went on the W.A.C., the U. and in there
INTRAMURAL
is an
spring
Wash., and Joe Murray, Llv- Trophy won last year from St.
walks
or an average of 43 per hike Elks. In the
by pinit,
Never again will the students of
Cat.; tackles, Art Maloney Martin's; athletic association may
A typical lunch for a hike con- All-city tournament sponsored
ermore,
Seattle College have to shrink sists of hot dogs, beans, fruit cock- the W.A.C. Seattle College will be Portland, Hayden Saupert, Eugene, also be retained with Pacific Luthwhen the topic of athletics Is tail, cake, cookies, fruit, anc5 represented by the boys who show Jim Dent, Lewiston, Ida., and Marty eran College. However, no definite
forthcoming until
brought up. Through the efforts of coffee.
most promise.
Pezely, Salt Lake City, Utah; statement was
games.
our athletic director, Father Logan,
Tony Daigle. president of the
guards, John Glode, Portland, and later on both of these setup not
"The new intermural
S. J., the greatest intramural sports club, says "If you want to join a
Livermore, Cal.; cenBarbera,
sib
variety of
Several offers of part time
sytsems In the history of the school club that giveß you the most for
ters, Al Mcßarrun, BOvVerton, and only provides a large
has been drawn up.
work for College rtvfrtM are Emmetf" Barrett, Sioux Cily, !a.: sports for boys, but also has aryour money, and the best chances
excellent facilities to
There has been a decided lack of to get acquainted, join the Hiking now available, according to
quarterback, Hans Stelzemmueller ranged fordisposal
iof all girls in■"ather Francis Logan, S. J. The
be
at
the
halfCity,
right
interest in athletics in this instituLako
Utah:
Salt
btten
tion for the past several years. The
the bulletin board for the \vork Is for short hours and will
backs, Dick Deck, Livermore, Cal. terested in athieiSifs: it has
enough
cause and reason for this situation announcement of the time and afford students ample time to and Tom McNally, Yonkers, N. Y.s drawn up with a wide
no excuse for
take full courses at school.
has never been decided and will destination of the next hike.
fullbacks, Joe Enrler, Woodland, variety that there isup.
Remember,
signing
anyone
Some of the jobs are for board
not
Boise,
not be discussed here. T-iet's leave
Nydegger,
Wash.,
and Carl
program Is for
and room while others pay
new
athletic
and the only way to do it is to
the
Ida.
benefit, and the way to show
wages. Anyone wishing to apply
and the only way to do it is to
Freshmen include: ends, Bernie your
appreciation is to take an
your
for such work is asked to con- Harrington
back the new program. No school
Baker,
and Bob
Portinterest, stated Father
Let's get the Letterman's Club tact Father Logan at the Colactive
function, whether it be a club,
Vancouver,
land,
Blount,
and Larry
Logan.
dance, or party, can be a snccess organized right away. Last year i» , lege.
Stewart,
Wash.; tackles Craig
to remem
"Watch the bulletin board for
unless it has the backing of the took the boys a month
Anacortes, Wash.; guaids, Bob
a thing—a sigh
had
such
they
time, hour and place to register
With
this
in
ber
student
body.
whole
Mills,
Falls,
Ida.,
Twin
Joe
Teor sports you wish to
mind, activities are so numerous of relief from Intermura! basketball
Bissoniere,
deschi, Jersey City, N. J., and Bill for the sport
are
referees
concluded Father
good
in,"
part
as
take
wisely
chosen
that
there
should
players,
and
McDonald, Bismarck, N. D. ; cen- Logan.
equipbe no excuse for any Seattle Col- promised and they are to be goinf
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of Mt. St. Michael's Jesuit Seminary Caffery,
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Prep In the line.
The Prep Panthers were In scorBeauty
ing position several times but could
We Specialize in
penetrate the Renton goal-line de+
fense.
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Now that increased gym facilities at the Knights are open to
us, a volley-ball league is in the
offing. No, it isn't the nice polite
game you perhaps imagine not if
you ever on the receiving end of
a smash from across the net. The
game, played with six men on each
team, requires sure passing skill
which Is climaxed with B kill by the

school.

May Enter League.
High hopes are help by the team
members and by the athletic department that enough interest will
be shown in Badminton to enable
the College to enter into the city
Class C league. It is especially
essential that the girls form a good
team.
Badminton la not restric ted tc
team members or to attidents tryIng out for the team ; anyo ne interested Is encouraged to playCourses In Triangle
For the information of the new
students, the College has tb( Iuse
of the best courts in the city. They
are located in the Broadway Triangle Building, directly across the
street from the school.
The courts have indirect It KhtIng, high ceiling, and all equlprs ent
required of regulation Hadmia tor
courts.
The office wishes it called to \ the
attention of the nurses that ttk elr
required Physical Education ereiil Its
may be obtained by playing B» dminton.
Expert instructions will be off* red to all beginners as welT ;ts t
those slightly advanced. Pees haw I
not yet been announcd, but Fathei
Logan guarantees that they wtr
be very nominal.

'
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and
Parlor

Quality Meats
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PAT'S BARBECUE

—
Breakfast Lunches

ELiot 1004

By Telephone

Aye.

1923 Third Avenue

608Vi Third

MA 7633

Vin Scallon
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Haircut?
Try

Gertena Cafe
Good Food
■■■'

CATHOLIC

SGOTTY'S
SHOP
1334— E. MADISON
(End of Cable)

Convalescent Home
Near Church
VE. 4296

Institutions
and Restaurants

Dinner

P. J. Gallagher
EA. 2280
1118 12th Ave.

Dan Hill

Greighton Graduate

Dr. C. R. ROGERS

Appointment

PETSCHL'S

Annetta Austin

Sorrento 10c Store
1020 MADISON

CATHOLIC SUPPLY
HOUSE
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
Church Goods, Gifts Prom All
Over the World

THE KAUFER CO.
1904 Fourth Ave. at
Stewart St., Seattle

Complete Assortment of

Stationary
and

School Needs
Open Evenings Till 9:30

Fountain Pens
Seal Jewelry
Seal Stationery
Portable Typewriters

%

Laboratory Aprons
College Outlines
Readers Digest
Looseleaf Covers
0
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Buchanan Becomes
Co-Ed Director In
Girls Dormitory

Iliverst es.

School authorltlP" have designed the Sorrento Hotel, at Madlrefiln and Terry, as the official
for womenrtudentj
nee quarters College
from out of
tending the
room ore
wn Both board and rates,
and
fered at reasonable
has a
c cuisine of the Sorrento
ty wide reputation.
Houses Sixty
reports
The Hotel management
be
girls
can
accomodated
sixty
at
arrangethe hotel under present will be
director
The
house
ents.
"f
c
rs. Jesse Jackson, wife
sldent manager of the hotel. Mrs.
retckson has gained national
sororlty.affairs
nown as a leader In
large land-grant
for many of the

"

Miss Mary Buchanan, wellknown
the
nior co-ed, will assume
ities of assistant house director
the hotel.
Close to Cathedral
mcd
The Hotel Sorrento Is accla
especially suitable to College
to
rls because of Its proximitythe
the College, the Cathedral, and
that
Public Library. It is expected
In
these advantages will be taken
account when College girls choose
their home during the scholastic
year
The sweeping view comis
manded by the Hotel Sorrento
especially propitious for College
girls The long hours of study can
easily be broken up by occasional
glimpses of the panorama that is
Seattle's skline.

Richardson Graduated

From F. B. I. School

Night school this year keeps in
step with the progressive march
forward the College is making in
all divisions of study. Classes started last night and will be held each
school day of the week for two
hours each evening, from 7:30 to
9:30 p. m.
Particularly interesting to the
layman as well as the student of
criminology is a course in Crime
and Law Enforcement to be conducted by Mr. Archie Richardson
subject.
a noted authority on the
Mr. Richardson is a graduate of
the College and a past president
of the College Alumni Association
Connected with the King County
Sheriff's office as a fingerprint expert, Mr. Richardson was sent b
that office to a specialized school
In the East for an extensive course
dealing with law enforcement and
conducted by the Federal Bureau
has
of Investigation. Recently he "tne
been insiractiuK members of
squad
King County Sheriff's officebeauie
of the
in well as men
Police Department in advanced

Editorial Posts Filled
Gigantic Mixer
On Spectator Staff;
Friday Night
Publication Date Set

Aklin Conducting

CANDID
OMMENT

Friday Evening Opera
Study to Begin Sept. 29

(Continued)

(Continued from page 1)

session any time during the appoint-

ed hours, meet the editors, and
become acquainted with the life
and work of the school publications.
By no means are the staffs of
either the Aegis or The Spectator
filled as yet, and It is desired that
applications will be made to work
on these staffs. Aspirants will be
posiable to declare what kind of
tion they would like to fill on
either staff, or if not interested In
joining, are most welcome to drop
in during the afternoon.
The Gavel Club, debating organization at the College, will hold Its
meeting Thursday evening at 8 p.
m., in the College building. A
debate will be held for the enjoyment of Spectators, and a short
talk will be given by President
Paul Narigi, outlining the club's
program for the year. The debate
orclub is strictly an Intra-mural
ganization with no intercollegiate
debates. However, varsity debaters
selected from the club
are usually debates,
and it is urged
for outside
that all wishing to become active
debaters be on hand for the meeting.

Mixer Climaxes Weeks
The biggest event of the week
will be the mixer at the Knights of
Columbus Hall, Harvard and East
Union, at 8 p. m., Friday. Admission
is thirty cents and tickets are now
on sale at the College. Tags will
be given for identification of all
students. This dance is usually the
biggest of the year. It is a stag
affair, with the boys expected to
escort the girls home afterwards.
The hall will be smartly decorated
for the occasion.
A committee of upperclassmen
consisting of ten boys and ten
girls will form an introduction
committee to help new students to
become acquainted.
Those on the committee for this
Activities week are chairmen Anne
McKinnon and Bob Hiltenbrand
assisted by Ellen McHugh, Margaret Scheubert, Betty Kumhera,
Lou Sauvain, Bill Bates, Bill Berridge, Bob Irvine and Bill Kelly.

Dean Conducts Retreats
During Summer Months
Father James B. McGoldrick, S.
J., recently conducted a three day
retreat for the nurses at St. Leo's
Hospital, Yakima, on September
15, 16, and 17. Earlier in the summer, Father McGoldrick fllfod vo
tr««t exercises fo r the NpWe Dame
En
Sisfcrs in Pasadena, California.
route to the southern city, Father
visited Alma, Jesuit University in
California, and there met several
of the Jesuit scholastics, former
Seattle College professors, pursuing
their final studies preparatory to
ordination.

Completion of The Spectator staff
for the coming year was announced
with all editorial appointments
tilled.
Editor Bill Bates has selected
as his aides: Margaret Scheubert.
associate editor: Bill Kelly, news
editor; Doris Chapman, feature
editor: Jack Terhar, sports editor;
:ind Hop Eberha/ter. heads editor.
The post of managing editor
for last year was filled by Tony
Daigle, who is unable to return to
His
the staff for this quarter.
former duties will be undertaken
by the newly created position of
associate editor. Assistants to the
various editors as well as a full
list of writers and reporters are
open to any aspirants and will be
chosen later.
Vincent Scallon assunies the office of business manager with
Philip Austin as advertising manager. The remainder of the business staff Is yet to be completed.
Scallon replaces Dan Hill, who last
year greatly increased the efficiency of advertising and business
but who cannot return this fall
quarter. Says Editor Bill Bates,
"I am very thankful to Dan for
the admirable work he rendered
this summer in collecting for former ads and in obtaining a number
of new ads for this year's publication."
Some of the columnists on The
Spectator for this year include
Bettie Kumhera, Margaret Scheubert, Doris Chapman, Gregor MacGregor, Maurice O'Brien, Bill Pet
tinger, and Ida Ganzini.
After this first special issue for
Activities Week, The Spectator will
have Friday as its regular publication date. The next issue of this
series will appear October 6.

Homecoming Queen
Wed During Summer
Climaxing

a summer replete with
festivities, the wedding of Miss
Germaine Hoeschen to Mr. George
Valentine was an affair of Collegewide interest. Miss Hoeschen was
the Homecoming Queen at Seattle
College last year.
The wedding was held August 26
amid the beautiful surroundings of
St. Joseph's Church, and the bride
was one of the loveliest of the
summer season.

Miss Agnes Valiquette served a?

maid of honor for the bride, and
the bridesmaids were Miss Lisle
Macdonald and Miss Florence Gilb°rt.
Mi' Valentine had as best man
his brother, Ivti. Stewart Valentine
Mr. R. Navarre Simmons acted as
head usher, with other uttheft including Mr. Lawrence Hoeschen,
brother of the bride, Mr. William
Bates, and Mr. Martin Sloane.
The couple will make their home
on Mercer Island.

(Continued from page 1)

ent times that it would require a
young volume to record them all.
Hence 1 shall only tell you about
the student who spent two weeks
in the mountains thi summer, with
no one but his shadow for company.
He thinks that everyone should br
Through the kindness of Mrs.
alone with their thoughts once In
An illustrated study of the gioct
awhile just to see what a vacuum Charles E. Richards, of this city,
The Spectator is now receiving operas, conducted by Walter M.
is like. Nice * chap.
* *
regular Issues of The Catholic Aklin, will be given at Seattle Coljoy! The hiking club is Digest, a magazine bearing stories lege every Friday evening thoughAmerica, a out the coming year. The Rcr.
wasting no time! 'Tis sed that of Catholic interest,
publication, The Sign, a Daniel Reldy, S. J., faculty director
a hike to Suquamlsh has been plan- Jesuit
announced that the course wfll
ned for this coming Sunday. Hikers Catholic magazine of national has
provide a familiar.Intimate iuquiry
who joined the expedition last magnitude, and The Denver Regisstory, construction, nUtory
Spring when they bravely buffed ter, one of the leading dlocesean of the
setting of the operas.
the wilds around the Edgewater papers in the United States. These and
The series begins with J^era
Beach club still haven't ceased talk- magazines were presented by Mrs.
ing about that trlD! What really Richards as the source of material "Aida" (Verdi) and "Orpheus and
caught their foolish fancy was the for articles and editorials of Cath- Euridice'' (Gluck) and advance
reports show that the course is
small dance floor, nickleodeon, olic interest.
Supporter of Paper
attrarting considerable interest.
ping pong table and ball field. Yes,
Mrs. Richards has long been an "Registration is already well fillas you might gather, it Is quite
ardent supporter of The Spectator ed", said Father Reldy.
rueged over there!
and in this gift she has given conMr. Aklin, conductor of the
Tramping over hill and dale with
crete proof of her support. The course, was born In St. Gallen.
the carefree groun is compensation editorial
staff of this paper extends
and received his musiin itself. But for those who prefer a Its sincere gratitude to Mrs. Rich- Switzerland
cal training at the Conservatory of
more concrete reward than that of ards,
not only for the gift sub Zurich, from which he graduated.
spiritual inner exaltation will re- scriptions, but for the
trust that He is a pupil of Walter Frey!
ceive the same effect after the she
put In the well-being of Piano, Dr. Erneßt Neuman, Theory,
magical phrases "Come and set it" The has
Spectator. In commenting of and Dr. August
Dechant. Conducthas been uttered. Father Logan, the gifts. Bill Bates, editor
of The ing. Mr. Aklin also assisted Dr.
club moderator, wishes it to be Spectator said, "I have been
Ip Neuman in opera
for two years at
made clear that everyone is wel- constant touch with
Mrs. Richards St. Gallen.
come. To the Freshmen he says throughout the summer,
and Iam
eloquently "Grab your hiking shoes
Aklin Directs Chorus
this wonderful lady is heart
the present time Mr. Aklin is
and come along." Join the merry sure
and soul behind our paper. It If theAtdirector
crowd just once and you will want really touching to the
of the Seattle
editoria' Male.Chorus which has wonOrion
to attend each hike without fall. staff that such
first
interest
from
the
prize
So help me it's catching! Join the outside is exhibited
in the Pacific Coast Singing
Specin
The
merry tramp-ers this Sunday! See
in Portland, in 1934; first
tator. With faith like that, we can Festival
prize in Spokane, 1936; and second
you there.
nothing but put out the very
do
prize in San Francisco in 1939
We don't have to urge you all
paper in our power."
staged as a World's Fair attraction
to attend the mammoth mixer this best
Column To Be Written
He has directed the Seattle ColFriday at the "new" K. C. hall. It's
subscriptions
The
will be used as lege Glee Club since 1935.
taken for granted that you'll all be
there If you aren't you will be the source of material for the
Listed also for evening classes
cheating no one but yourself. This column on the feature page known is a course in music
fundamentals,
first mixer of the Fall quarter and as "Gleanings '. Other uses will and the literature and
history of
all the mixers, are definitely stag be put to publications, and Mrs. music, to be
conducted by Miss
affairs! Most Co-eds prefer going Richards asked especially that the Evelyn Brandt.
alone— that is if they are pretty magazines be placed in the Girl's
Those persons who play any
sure of a ride home. Gentlemen! Room when The Spectator Is sort of a stringed
are
To the rescue. Obviously the pur- through with them. The four pub- encouraged to enlistinstrument
in an evening
pose of a mixer Is to help the Eds lications represent the top-flight course of string
ensemble.
Catholic magazines in this country. The
and Co-eds to become acquainted
course will be taught by
(a noble purpose) and we sincereProfessor
Erick
Koker.
ly believe that "lumpy" mixers are
Graduate
gone forevah. Get out there and
Professor Koker, prominent confight, chilleu! Figuratively speak
Courses cert
ing— naturally!
violinist and teacher Is a
* »
graduate of the University of WashFather Francis J. McGarrigle, S. ington. He played and studied
meetings are not compulsory but certainly highly J., dean of the graduate school has under Karl Krueger and Basil
commendable. The best way to quite an Itinerary mapped out for Cameron In the Seattle Symphony
start out the quarter, and activity this quarter to fulfill his teaching Orchestra for seven year» igrtiile his
Besides bis duties studies in Chamber MiJsia and
weekis to attend the Sodality meet- assignments.
Ing tonight at the Providence Audit- around the College, Father has reg- Pedagogy were guided by Nathan
orium at eight o'clock. Needless to ular scheduled classes in hospitals Abas of the famed Abas string
say the meeting will be of interest, at Victoria, Bellingham, Everett. quartet.
Elementary
and intermediate
and in the social hour of dancing Olympia, and Tacoma. Classes will
following the meeting the new be for nurses in these various cities harmony and elementary composistudents will have the opportunity and will deal with psychology and tion is also being taught under the
of hearing S.C.s nickelodeon. Iethics. A special course In grad- tutorship of Evelyn Brandt for the
wonder if someone remembered to uate work called Personal Orienta- first two courses and John McDonald Lyon for the third course.
buy a new needle?
tion will be taught in Victoria.

Magazines Given Spectator Mr. Aklin is Now Leader
By Mrs. C. E. Richardson
Of Seattle Male Chorus
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Dean Travels
For Extension

"

SODALITY

a Combination

and Dr.
,
James B. McGoldrick S J..
Bernard Blermann. J.TJ.u

Judicial Board to Hold
Competitive Examination

To Fill Vacated Post
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of Frank
Due to the graduation of the
Senior member
there exists n
Judicial Board,
will
vacancy in that body which
competitive examibe fined by a
from the
nation within a month Accord nx
date of school.
Constitution of the Associatto
will
ed Students the examination and
be open to all Sophomores
will secure a
he winning entrant
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TUNE IN WITH
PAUL whiteman
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Every Wednesday night,
LBS stations.
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5 nights a week
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Begins
Mothers Club
Thursday

Activities

(Seattle

College

Mothers' Club

tuirsday. September 28

with

a

Seattle
benefit Seattle College and
being
fall activity is
with enthusiasm
to
forward
looked
are reand mothers and friendsopen.

\ M.
mJ§L

quested to keep the date

Dean Will Address
Canadian Convention
McGoldrick, S.
Father James. B
College,
j Dean of studied at the

has announced his acceptance of
an Invitation received to addresn

the 1939 Vancouver Archiocesan
Convention of the Catholic Wo
dates
men's League of Canada. Theset
for
for this meeting have been
October 3 and 4. The place will
be Langley Prairie, British Colum
bla. Father McQoldrlck's subject
will be "The Reconstruction of the

Christian Family."
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You'll find in Chesterfield's RIGHT
COMBINATION of the world's best homegrown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos a
more refreshing mildness, better taste

*and* a
IIIC

'

more pleasing aroma than you'll
an yvvnere c sc

-

It's a combination entirely different from

...

any other cigarette
a good reason why
"
smokers every day are getting more plea-

sure from

Chesterfields. You'll like them.

